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About This Content

This free extension of Farming Simulator 2013 offers a selection of authentic vehicles and equipment letting you to reconnect
with the early years of modern agriculture!

You will be pleased to find classic vehicles such as Deutz D80, Güldner G40, Hatz H340, Hürlimann D110, Lindner BF 450 A,
Schlüter Super 1500 TVL Special and many more!
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I installed this game and got the expansoion into the future and it keeps saying its uninstalled and i dont know what to do. its
really stressing me out and i just give up.. While not as extensive as the Istivan DLC this pack does one thing that that no other
one does

and what is that

Adds Leman "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing" Russ

as a big fanboy of both 30-40k i cannot help but sing joyus songs whilst beating the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out
of Horus as The Russ

as for Prospero itself it is a fun objective to work on the side if you find yourself on that part and is kinda funny to be all like

"\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this noise im hiding in prospero'

i recomend it. I really tried to like this game, retro soundtrack and overall feel; it was great! Then I actually played it...

Controls: Sloppy and not enjoyable.
Graphics: Good, but many glitches in the tiles and a lot of blank areas.
Game-play: Terrible, enemy encounters are boring and the "puzzles" are absurd and not in the good way.

Overall: This game does NOT feel professional and at the list price is extremely disappointing. This game is so bad, I would
return it if Steam allowed such nonsense.. This is actually really fun. I completed the game when my net was down, but it didn't
take me more than a couple of hours. It's best described, in my eyes, as a B-Rated experience. Like Birdemic, or Sharknado. It's
not terrible, but it's just so very... weird. It's still fun and enjoyable though, and if you want something silly and cheesy i'd very
much reccomend it. This Game, THIS... game, you can only enjoy it if you spend 12 hours a day playing it and become a pro, if
not, like me, and like every other normal person, this game is pure trash, it's full of hackers, they are not afraid to show it, the d-
sync is terrible, you can be behind the wall and still get shot, the aiming animations are a disaster, and you cant even hit 60 FpS
if you dont have a powerful computer. If you want to become a pro in this game rather than in CsGo or other MUCH better
shooter games, then, download this game, i personally don\u00b4t recommend this game
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The game is pretty good! The playstyle the story and the animation. The game is not so bad but i just wish that there were at
least a bonus.. If you want a racing sim, go play iRacing and stop complaining about its price. This game is NOT a simulator and
isn’t meant to be.

Those who enjoyed Dirt to Daytona should look into this one, I spent a lot of time on that game and this feels like that but
remastered.

One big complaint I have at the moment though is the lack of changing AI difficulty in online matches. No point in 40 cars if
you and your friends are miles from the pack and only battling each other.. This game is not to buggy or too unplayable. It works
as design, just not fun.
At least for my try, there is no problem, I haven't try to deliberately give wrong instruction to see what happend.
But no pushback clerance, no way to change taxi route, very late landing clearnce are possible.... and only 10pts for TO and LD
while the most challenge part is to manage ground taxi..
Just not fun. while not much sim here too.. I love this game.
Most otome games are like living a fairytale. Perfect men, perfect MC, perfect relationship with no hardships. Most of them are
just plain unrealistic. Even Prince Charming will leave his underwear on the floor.

Personally, I think this game is more realistic to real life relationships. All the boys have flaws, and they all have more to them
and reasons why they are the way they are that aren't immediately obvious. The MC, too, has lots of flaws herself. They all
banter with each other, which keeps the play funny and entertaining.
What I love is that the MC accepts and loves the boys as they are (though she does tease them about their wardrobe). The boys,
too, while annoyed by the MC and resistant to her at first, all accept and love her as she is.

The only part I don't like is keeping up with the cliques, but luckily cheat codes stop you from having to worry about it.

Relationships are all about compromise. They're not perfect. Everyone will be annoyed with their partner at one point or
another, but you talk through things and move on. I feel like this game prepares the players for real life relationships.. I like the
idea of this game. However, there's several frustrating things about it. First and foremost, the gameplay is very clunky. It seems
that nothing snaps into where it should be. I did several puzzles where the shapes were put haphazardly in the general area where
it was supposed to be but looked very little like it should and the game indeed took it as a solved puzzle. The VR environments
(different rooms), were generic, but since you're focused on the puzzle that really doesn't matter too much in this type of game.

And I never found a way to make things look nice (the finished puzzle). I couldn't turn without physically turning as the only
options I saw in the conroller was to teleport, grab and see the menu. I would often have trouble grabbing items. The most
frustrating part of the game was that sometimes I was just getting a puzzle piece close to the others and it caused the whole thing
to collapse. Plus puzzle pieces would fly back to their original placements at the start.

I never found the puzzles themselves difficult, just the process of putting them together because of the clunkiness. I wasn't
having fun. I have no idea why these puzzles are even put on the floor. Why not on a table so they are easier to grab and put
down. And you can grab items at a distance, but I didn't see how to bring them closer to you.

So the game is currently on sale for $2.39. It's a very tough call. I think this can be a very nice game. It's just not there yet.
Sorry, but I hope to change my review with future updates that improve the gameplay.

Rate 4.5\/10
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